
Unit:  Ancient Greece Class:  Global Studies                              Weeks: January 8 - January 12

Indiana Academic Standards:  

6.1.1, 6.1.20, 6.2.1, 6.2.2, 6.2.5, 6.3.14, 6-8.LH.1.1, 6-8.LH.1.2, 6-8.LH.2.1, 6-8.LH.3.1, 6-8.LH.3.3, 6-8.LH.4.1, 6-8.LH.4.2,  
6-8.LH.4.3, 6-8.LH.5.1, 6-8.LH.6.1

Step 1:  Daily Objective 

Mon 8: Recall and review Greece information using the Discovery Kids Ancient Greece app as a class. 
Tues 9: Recall and review Greece information using the Nearpod Ancient Greece VR lesson as a class. 
Wed 10: What are the recurring themes in Greek myths after reading several myths and their characters as a class. 
Thurs 11: Review Ancient Greece material for unit test on Tuesday using Kahoot, Quizizz, and study guide. 
Fri 12: Conferences- No School.

Step 2:  Instruction (What will the teachers do?) 

Mon 8: Teacher will guide students through the Discovery Kids app on Ancient Greece to review what was covered prior to winter 
break to refresh students from the 2 weeks off. Covering key people, events, and achievements. Students should also start working 
on the study guide in showbie for the test next Tuesday. 
Tues 9: Teacher will continue reviewing with students, today we’re using a Nearpod VR lesson to cover key places and 
achievements as a class. Students will be immersed in the information using virtual reality in various points of the lesson. 
Wed 10: Teacher will review the importance of religion in Greece using a smart board lesson on myths, gods, and beliefs. Students 
will work through the lesson with the teacher and take a quick quiz at the end to evaluate their understanding. For homework, 
students should complete the Greek Gods worksheet in showbie which is due Friday. 
Thurs 11: Teacher will give the students a choice is using Quizizz or kahoot to study for the test today. The test is Tuesday and all 
materials have been emailed to students or are available in showbie. 
Fri 12: Conferences- No School.

Step 4:  Evidence of Rigor 

DOK 1: Recall and review Ancient Greece information with kahoot, quizizz, study guide, discovery kids app, and nearpod VR 
lesson. 
DOK 2: Identify how a city-state’s culture was greatly influenced by the Gods or Goddess they worshipped. 
DOK 3: Assess the recurring themes found in myths after hearing/reading a few in class. 
DOK 4: Analyze how the Greece achievements have evolved and changed into their modern versions. 

Formative/Summative Assessments (The Material) 

Greek Gods worksheet 
Kahoot test review game



Resources/Materials Needed for Lesson: 

Wifi, ipad, Smart board, showbie, kahoot review game, quizizz review game, Ancient Greece study guide, Discovery kids review 
app, nearpod Ancient Greece VR lesson, Myths, gods, and beliefs smart board lesson, and Greek gods worksheet. 

Vocabulary: 

Polis, Democracy, Oligarchy, Tyrant, Agora, Acropolis, Parthenon, Philosopher, Myth, Oracle.

Differentiation Instruction: 

Students have options between which actively learn reading articles they choose. They are at different reading lexiles and targeted 
towards the students’ reading abilities.


